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Principles (Then and Now)
As far as possible, analyze and show the entire system.

Be clear about assumptions, system boundaries, 
what is in/what is out, and sources of uncertainty.

Show relative proportions, order of magnitude 
differences (don’t get lost in the weeds).

Focus on the numbers, not the politics.

Draw it.
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Subsidies to Fossil Fuels
• Generally increased 2002 – 2007 (slight decline 

2008)
• Largest subsidy is preferential treatment of 

income by the Foreign Tax Credit 
– Subsidizes foreign oil production
– Permanent provision of tax code
– Increasing

• Close second is Credit for Production of Non-
conventional Fuels 
– Phased out



Subsidies to Renewable Sources

• Many subsidies of renewables have had 
sunset provisions

• Direct spending exceeded tax breaks 3 of 
7 years



Methodology

Defining subsidies
“Actions by the U.S. government that provide an 
identifiable financial benefit associated with the use or 
production of a fossil or renewable fuel”

Classifying subsidies
• Fossil Fuels: petroleum, natural gas, coal products
• Renewables: wind, solar, hydropower, ethanol, & 

geothermal



Measuring Subsidies
• Focus on cost to government rather than value 

to recipient
• Use absolute numbers rather than unit of 

production
• Use recent, representative timeframe (FY 2002-

2008)
• Offset qualifying taxes, fees, & other levies
• Use most accurate data available (no de minimis

cut-off)



Qualifications

• Study did not examine how subsidies 
affect energy production or consumption

• Study did not examine whether subsidies 
benefit consumers or industry

• Study does not offer normative judgments 
about subsidies



Excluded from the Study

• Standards
• Regulatory interventions
• Non-fuel-specific subsidies to electricity 

transmission, distribution, & generation
• Non-specific taxes & other subsidies
• Liability limits
• Energy Efficiency
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